Ford taurus forum repair
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April in Ford. I have question about Taurus. What should I know about Taurus' repair and
maintenance when I purchase or lease it? Would you please answer me! April For a new one
you have to know nothing, for a used one my opinion - better not to do it at all. Do not purchase
a used or new Taurus. Do not get in a Taurus. Cross the street if you see one. Especially mine.
Wife drives a '94 Taurus LX. Currently 69K. This has to be the worst car we've ever owned.
Nickel and diming us already. Hard to keep front end aligned. Lousy AC. Check out the
Consumer Reports web site ratings for the year you are considering. Most years rate at the
bottom for reliability. May Several of my friends and I have had Tauruses. None have gone
beyond K. AC in the Fords designed the way that it would never hold it contents long enough.
How Ford escaped environmental class action suite - that what makes me wonder. I forgot, 20
bil in cash reserves probably outweigh big hole in ozone layer. Worst vehicle I have ever
owned!!! Numerous other problems. I don,t drive my vehicles hard and they are well maintained.
Run as fast as you can from a Taurus. I had a Taurus wagon that went through three
transmissions in 75, miles and an air conditioner. You won't see me in a Ford dealership
anymore. June Not really a Taurus fan. My 89 3. Tranny beginning to slip again just like it did at
75K. This has sold me on extended warranties from the right party. I am religious about regular
maintenance but I do drive somewhat harder than the next guy. I hate to say this, but I'd have to
agree with most of what's been said on this forum so far. I like my Taurus, but without the
extended warranty we had on it, it would have been long gone. I have a '94 wagon GL with
leather interior. I actually love to drive the car. It handles well and is almost fun to drive. We're a
Ford family or my folks are , but my husband and I wouldn't own one without an extended
warranty. We've seen the extended warranties pay for themselves too many times. Right now
I'm trying to sell my wagon, mainly because it is out of warranty. Have to agree. I have an 88 LX
with 3. It was fine until 65, If I wasn't an old mechanic it would have been in the junkyard long
ago. Just a brief list: All catalytic converters replaced at 70, there is 3 on this model. AC work at
about 80, Trans rebuild at , from what I hear this was really good mileage for the original trans
All catalytic converters replaced again at , this time I found the reason-front converters are to
close to the exhaust ports-the input side of the converter gets to hot and breaks down. They did
this to get the converters hot enough to operate without having air injection At about the same
time, did major tune up work- cap, wires, plugs, injectors, fuel pump, some faulty sensors. This
is only the major stuff. I estimate the cost of maintenance would have been K if I had to pay
regular price. I like driving the car and its good for long trips if your not to nervous about
breakdowns. Something in the front end is making noise! Here I go again!! I forgot something!
Had to pull the heads around , because of coolant leakage into a cylinder. The right bank or rear
since its tranverse had a bad gasket - but upon further inspection it was noted that the gasket
was damaged when the engine was assembled. It was easy to tell by the imprint on the head.
The machine shop that rebuilt the heads agreed and said they had seen it before on 3. I really
believe that Ford was throwing these cars together real fast - they were selling a bunch of them.
Also, there are other signs, wire loom retainers that the loom has no chance of ever reaching,
parts that need to shoehorned in, etc. Has anyone ever changed the power steering hoses on
one of these monsters? It's a nightmare with the hoses snaking all over the place. This is first
thing to check when buying used Ford. They have been replaced or need replacement soon. I
have a '95 3. Just past , Fuel pump Impeller disintergated, left plastic through out the system.
Now my air conditioning went away. Apparently The front motor mount broke and pulled an air
conditioning line loose. I also seem to be loosing a small amount of coolant. I hope it isn't a
head gasket. I'm debating to go ahead and trade or fix the problems and keep awhile. I think I
owe more than its worth. Does the engine sometimes start hard or turn over slow due to water
in a cylinder? How much coolant are you using? Do you need to put it in daily? Do a cooling

system pressure check to see if any leaks are apparent. Don't forget to check heater core area.
Also, look at seals between plastic side tanks on radiator and radiator core itself-if its moist or
there are coolant tracks it could be time for a radiator. Also, on 3. Your AC problem sounds like
it isn't too bad. Has motor mount been replaced? What kind of driving do you do? City or
country? It makes a big difference. Burdawg, I don't get the puff of smoke out the exhaust you
would expect to see after long idle periods. I don't see dripping from the water pump or any
evidence on the ground. No heater core fogging either or foaming in the oil. I am wondering if
this thing starts out as a seep like from a cracked head typically or an all out blow out. I do hwy
driving, but it doesn't seem to make a difference on Depreciation! You think these cars are only
worth k and end of life? Sounds like it could be a head gasket. That is typically the way it starts,
a little seep into a cylinder that just gets worse. That's the way it started on my car, then just got
worse and worse until sometimes it would barely turn over when starting due to water in the
cylinder. You MAY be able to slow it down or stop it with some stop leak, but you never know. I
did the repair myself, but had a shop rebuild the heads. You have to replace the head bolts, they
aren't re-usable. This is not an easy job on a Taurus. It's difficult to get to the rear head and
exhaust manifold. One thing though, double check that upper hose where it goes into the
manifold. I've had two cars that leaked there, but only when the engine torqued. It wouldn't leak
just idling or off, even when the cooling system was pressurized! On one car, the coolant would
stream out when you pulled away from a stop and squirt right on the ignition coil, causing the
engine to stall! This was on an 88, I don't know if a 95 has an exposed coil or if it is in the same
position. I think most of these cars, along with the Mercury Sable, end up in the junk yard before
their time, not just for mechanics, but because of the lousy paint, especially the metallics. My 88
LX has , now, but I can do most of the work myself and know the car real well. I don't work as a
mechanic anymore, but did for years, so most repairs I can do myself. Since we're a "throw
away society" now anyway, most people don't do major repairs, just buy something new.
Depends on the person. I like to get at least K on a car. I once figured that the cost of the repairs
I did were considerably less than buying new. My 88 looks real good has been painted , runs
strong, uses only normal amount of oil between changes 1 quart, with changes every 3, , and
the velour interior has worn like iron. I've never had any trouble with electronics or vacuum
controls, which I consider one of the most frustating things to repair. I did disconnect the heater
because the core started leaking. I just can't bring myself to taking the dash out to get to the
core. In So. Good luck! Our 89 3. The car body and interior are like new it has been kept in a
garage. The expected repairs will send it to the junk yard. July Realpayne, that's kind of sad, I'm
sorry to hear about those troubles. Do you like this car? If so, what will you spend for an engine
overhaul or even better a new engine vice a new car? The other items you mentioned are pretty
much normal maintenance items. You got 90, miles on it. Not great, but in all, not bad either! If
not, give to an approved charity and take the tax write off. Then spend the money as an upgrade
to an option on your new car. It was a bad pickup in the distributor. Realpayne, are you sure it's
a bearing? You said it "sounds like a rod bearing is fried", but are you sure it's not something
else? My experience is that the lower end on these engines are strong. If the head gasket was
leaking badly for a long time it could cause bearing failure. My parents have a Taurus GL with 3.
At , it has just had its second head gasket job. That is besides the point. I have narrowed it
down to one thing The ring seats into the inside of the subframe and must have worked loose or
something. I've replaced the entire bushing assembly, but the noise with the old ring still there
remains, although not as bad. The noise most often happens when you brake and then as soon
as you release the brake It won't make the noise until you release the brake. I am thinking about
welding the ring to the subframe to keep it from happening. Has anyone else experienced this
noise? There are also other loud thunking noises that seem to come from the struts. Do you
mean the front anti-sway bar couplings, or the lower supports for the struts? The sway bar goes
from the struts back, the lower strut support is a straight rod from the bottom of the strut to the
front of the frame I'm assuming this is what you mean. I have had many front suspension
noises. Most were easy to fix. Also, check parking brake cable coupling on left rear almost
under back left door. Of course the brake has to be off. In addition, worn inner tie rod ends on
the steering rack can cause front end noises. Let me know if you find a solution. I have a noise
that sounds similiar to what you describe, but it seems to be more bump related than brake
related. I haven't found the source yet, but it's getting worse. How are your engine mounts and
top front strut bushings? I'm not sure how the engine mounts are Also, Ford recently did some
recall with the strut assembley. I don't know if that has anything to do with the top front strut
bushings, but I'll check on those! It is the lower strut support bar that I'm referring to. You can
see the bushings standing, if you look flashlight helpful in front of the right front wheel, just
beyond the corner of the subframe. A ford mechanic told me that those will go because of the
oil changes and getting oil on the bushings breaks them down We bought this car after years of

owning Hondas. Had heard a lot about the reliability gap getting narrower. You know, Quality 1.
Consumer reports had given the Taurus a pretty good review. It looked like the transmission
troubles from earlier years had been resolved. The Taurus is actually a lot of car for the money.
Large car, good acceleration, handles well, comfortable. Not a European sedan, but seemingly
competent. The troubles started right away. All along we kept thinking that the car will be OK
now, now that we have this latest problem fixed. The problems have included but are not limited
to: Two transmissions Both steering racks and steering pump Electrical problems that affected
the horn and cruise control Early replacements of radiator hoses and drive belts Head gasket
And now there is no compression in cylinder number four. We are shopping for a new car and
you get bet your entire net worth that we are not even considering an American manufacturer.
Don't but a Taurus! August My Tort-[non-permissible content removed] is junk The dealers say I
should be glad I don't have the 3. FoMoCo has given me the runaround, if they respond at all.
The dealer network sucks The car has been babied, garage kept, in the south for 3 years no
snow, no salt washed, waxed, oil changed every K, etc Had enough of their BS, poor quality and
workmanship. Don't know why I waited so long! I was stubborn, thinking I was doing the "right
thing" by supporting an industry that my whole family has or still works in. My grandfather was
hired by Henry Ford Sr. Big Deal. Ford could give a crap about that when I try to tell them I
shouldn't have to pay for a 3rd tranny because the dealer didn't install tranny 2 properly I give
up, throwing in the towel. Things are getting confusing folks Better check where YOUR car was
built! Anything new in getting Ford to cover the cost of new head gaskets? I currently drive a '95
Taurus 3. It was a program car when I purchased it with 19, miles on it. Go figure. Anyway, I am
now considering buying a new car. I had the transmission serviced on my Taurus at about 65, it kept slipping out of gear when I would stop at traffic lights. The mechanic said he would
rather service it than replace it to see what happens to save me that enormous expense. So far
so good. Its been running fine ever since. That's been about a year ago. The air conditioning is
not cooling properly I seem to be having to replace the coolant every week or so. Last summer I
had no air at all This summer I have air, only its not as cool as I think it should be. There's an
intermittent knocking sound from the rear of the car that I thought had something to do with the
brakes, but I'm not exactly sure. I can't tell what's causing it -- and it happens so infrequently it
would be hard for a mechanic to pick it up. I am hesitant in buying a new one because I
refinanced it a couple of years ago and now my balance is higher than what the car is worth,
and by next year this time I'll probably have , miles on it -- any suggestions?? Should I keep it
and deal with minor repairs and risk a major repair, or trade it and just deal with the 'upside
down issue' for a better and more reliable car? Get out of the Taurus as quickly as possible! Are
transmission failed while on the freeway! It scares me to see so many Fords on the road. Of
course, Ford was of no assistance in fixing the transmission. By the way, the tranny went out at
39, miles. You can't possibly get that thing to the dealer and go out and buy a new Toyota
Camry or Honda Accord fast enough! Just be aware that the dealer won't want your car either.
They know the troubles with them, so start writing your own blues songs now! The good news
Wait till you drive your first Camry or Accord V I'd say stay away from a V Your maintenance
costs will be greater over time with a V-6 if you plan on keeping the car for 60K miles , and the
power you get from a V-6 really doesn't matter all that much unless you're trying to get in and
out of traffic. Go with a 4-cylinder Accord or Camry, if you go with either of those models. In
may of '98, I became the proud owner of a '97 Taurus GL. I was very pleased with the car. Plenty
of comfort, power, economy and driveability. In June of this year, at 34, miles, my wife
experienced an intermittent neutral condition in drive and reverse, followed by a sudden
engagement which launched the car into traffic. The dealer said they could fix the trans and
proceeded to rebuild it. About miles later, I noticed that it wasn't shifting properly. Another trip
to the dealer and they replaced a sensor on top of the trans. Another miles later and the original
problem is returning. We called the dealer and was told if the problem related to the original
work, it would be covered. If it would involve different parts than those already replaced, we
were on our own. We called Ford Customer Relations and were given the same story. After
reading here on the net of trans problems with the Taurus, we have decided to trade it in. We
put a sizeable down payment, so we are ahead of depreciation. We looked at a '99 ZX2 and are
happy with the value. Call me a glutten for punishment if you will, but the plan is to trade it also
around the end of its warranty. Will post later to let you all know what happened. This all sounds
too painfully familiar! Bad news is that they may not give you much on trade. Good news is:
Wait till you see how nice a Camry V-6 drives! If the costs of maintenance and gas are that much
of a concern, go for the Civic or Corolla. Once you drive the V-6 Accord or Camry you'll never
look back Thanks for the advice, but we have a credit problem and Ford Credit were the only
ones who would touch us. And at 8. The dealer says they will do it again since we have kept the
payment on time. Thank each and every one of you for your posts. This really helped my

decision. Nice car. Rides a rougher than the Tortoise but has a brand new warranty. Thanks
again. Your story about Ford credit makes me wonder just how desparate they are to move
cars? Why does everyone call the Taurus a Tortoise. My Sable with it's 3. Compare apples to
apples please Our Tortoise can't even get out of it's own way! I'll take on any 3. My Bro-in-law is
unlucky enough to have a Sable 3. Even with the new gaskets it's wheezing to keep up with my
USA built Toyota. Compare the Honda 4cyl to the Taurus 4cyl Furthermore, you'd be surprized
at the new Accord 4cyl. They are well aware of the vehicle's shortcomings! The Escort, one of
the best in the FoMoCo lineup reliability is to be scrapped! No sense! When I was shopping for a
new car I looked and quickly dismissed the Taurus. The best car we have ever owned. We still
own it. I really considered the Taurus sedan until I saw it up close. It looked like a "Fart in a
Bubble". I very quickly passed it up. First, the good news: My '91 Taurus has been an excellent
car since new. I replaced the wimpy OEM shocks at about miles. At 49,, still have the original FR
tires, brakes,etc. Never any engine problem from the 3. Now, the concern: transmission has
started occasionally "clunking" or "jolting" when decelerating at about mph. Happens less than
daily, but last time it did the jolt was fairly pronounced. Also, vague feeling of soft
torque-converter lock up when accelerating in same speed range. Is my ATX on the way out, or
is there some adjustment possible? Anyone hazard as to how long I have to go, or know how
much it costs to rebuild? I work on Toyotas. I'm not saying they're not a blast to drive. I'm not
saying that they're not good, reliable cars. I'm saying that the power is negligible if you're
looking for a practical car. You're restating my point. Take this into consideration. On a
six-cylinder Camry, the cost is over double that. Gus Conference Host. Just turned K on my
88LX Taurus. Again went across the Mojave Desert from So Cal. Front split bench seat is
wonderful for long trips. By the way, my persistent front end noise finally turned out to worn
front sway bar links. Very hard to diagnose. I won't say that a Taurus is a "reliable" car in the
strictest sense of the word, but I've never had this type of long term use with any Toyota I
owned never had a Honda, so can't comment there. The interiors fell apart sooner, and the body
got very loose causing a lot of rattles and noises. Could be that newer models are better.
Mechanically, my Toyotas were more reliable, but they were no easier or less expensive to
service than anything else. Gus: Can these cost be true for 60K service? I thought folks bought
Toyotas and Hondas for low cost of ownership? Whats the book time for V6 service You could
drop the subframe and remount in that time; It can't be that hard to work on. I suspect Toyota
service departments are making money on this one. I agree on the V6 vs 4 cyl statement. I don't
believe many folks buying the V6 in these cars stop to calculate the increased fuel costs and
maintenance costs over the long term. The V6 option was not added until for the Accord
according to what I found on Edmunds. Shouldn't we compare similar age cars. It isn't exactly
fair to compare the '95 newly redesigned '94 model of the Accord to the older generation
Taurus. The '91 and '93 were the same generation of the Accord. I think it is very fair to compare
my Sable to my dad's Accord because the design of the '91 Accord was still sold in ' That is
okay. My comparison was between the '93 versions The rear bank is nearly buried under
heatshield and manifold junk. Labor on the service is not 15 hours, but it's a lot more than labor
on a 4 cylinder. You're both nuts! Zachy: Comparing a V-6 to a 4 for acceler
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ation is ridiculous at any age or year. Compare similar items is all I'm saying! Gus: There is no
scheduled maintenance at 60K on my Toyota, period. AND, it's no longer recommended to
change any timing belt either. I do know dealer that'll take as much as they can from you fro
"scheduled maintenance" Jake, You are still missing my point. Back in , when my car was
made, there was no V6 Accord. There was only a 4 cylinder Accord. Shouldn't you compare
similar year cars. It isn't exactly fair to compare the engine of a car to the engine in a car now is
it? If you want to make that comparison, sure maybe the Accord is more powerful than my
Sable, but the Sable is most likely more powerful than a Accord. You should only compare
similar cars. What you are doing is what most people do. I constantly read people saying that
their new Accord or Camry is much better than their early 80's Chevy. Newer cars are generally
more powerful, more fuel efficient, and safer. Sign In or Register to comment.

